Celebrating our first
year focused on the
Internet of Things.
Leveraging over 32 years
of IT expertise and
16 years of partnering
directly with operational
technology leaders.

2015
May
“Dell‘s IoT gateway is an important first
step in bridging the gap between IT
and OT, by offering customers the
ability to balance analytics across
edge, data center and cloud models.”

Dell enters the Internet of
Things (IoT) gateway market.

–IDC Link: Dell Shifts Focus Towards
the Customer, June 2015

One proof of concept
added per workday in
year one.

Jun
The second Dell IoT
Lab launches in Ireland,
alongside the Silicon
Valley IoT Lab.

KMC Controls
wins Best Intelligent
Building Technology
Innovation award.

Jul
“There is less emphasis on pushing
products and more on finding
solutions.”

Dell’s dedicated IoT team
grows 33x since launch.

–Erik Dellinger,
Kepware Technologies

Aug
Internet of Bees debuts.

Oct
“Think of it as a translator for the
alphabet soup of data created
by sensors.”

Dell’s first purpose-built
gateway is announced.

–Stacey Higginbotham,
Fortune

Nov
The OpenFog Consortium
launches to help enable
end-to-end technology
scenarios for the IoT.

2016
Jan
The Dell IoT Lab in
Singapore launches.

Dell named IoT Customer
Enhancement Company
of the Year by Compass
Intelligence.

Feb
Dell’s first purpose-built
Embedded PC is
announced.

“What stands behind Dell’s new
industrial PC solutions is every bit as
crucial as what’s included in the box.”

Dell and Goal Control
bring precision to football
officials using the IoT.

–Charles King,
Pund-IT

Dell helps Richard
Childress Racing harness
the power of the IoT.

Mar
Dell partners with ELM
Energy to create a durable
IoT appliance.

Dell hosts the SXSW Idea
Exchange on the Future of
Transportation & Immersive
Entertainment.

Apr
Dell creates the IoT
Customer Advisory Council.

Dell works with V5 Systems
to build a safer, smarter
society with self-powered
industrial IoT solutions.

Dell and partners develop
use case blueprints to help
customers accelerate
IoT projects.

The Dell IoT partner
program reaches the
30-partner milestone.

CIO.com names Dell one
of the most powerful IoT
companies.

May
The SAP + Cloudera
partnership is announced.

Jun
Dell chooses 16 IoT
contest winners from
over 900 submissions.

“Dell is no stranger to IoT.”
–Steve Wexler,
IT-TNA

Why Dell for IoT?
A comprehensive portfolio,
a rich partner ecosystem
and a trusted brand.
Join the conversation.
Learn more at Dell.com/IoT
or FutureReady.Dell.com/IoT
@DellOEM

Dell Internet of Things
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